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The objective of the research was to describe quantitative genetics and breeding principles in animals destined for 

livestock production. Economically important characteristics, such as body weight gain, egg, milk, and meat pro-

duction rate are quantitative or metric typologies, traits with continuous variability. The action of addictive genes 

tends to originate a normal phenotypic distribution between the means of two progenitor populations, while mul-

tiplicative genes create geometric series governed by genes with multiplicative action. In addition, it should be 

considered that the most important factor in the creation of effective breeding techniques to optimize the genetic 

quality of animals is heritability, as they contain all types of gene action. In addition, parametric and non-para-

metric methods offer us a solution that becomes helpful or appealing to the questions that arise from the research 

and testing of hypotheses that are presented, we should also mention the models that explain the action of genes, 

such as breeding value and selection and production ability. Animal producers apply selection following several 

criteria in parallel as mating methods (panmixia, inbreeding, and heterosis). Finally, the application of breeding 

processes leads to a sensible selection by mating with special intentions without restrictions 
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In  

El objetivo de la investigación fue describir sobre la genética cuantitativa y principios de la crianza en animales 

destinados a la producción pecuaria. Las características importantes, económicamente hablando, como: la ganan-

cia de peso corporal, la tasa de producción de huevos, leche y carne son tipologías cuantitativas o métricas, rasgos 

con variabilidad continua. La acción de genes adictivos, tienden a originar una distribución fenotípica normal, 

entre las medias de dos poblaciones progenitoras, con respecto a los genes multiplicativos crean series geométricas 

regidas por genes con acción multiplicativa. Además, se debe considerar que el factor más importante en la crea-

ción de técnicas de crianza efectiva para optimizar la calidad genética de los animales es la heredabilidad, ya que 

contienen todos los tipos de acción génica. Además, los métodos paramétricos y no paramétricos nos ofrecen una 

solución que llega a ser de ayuda o atrayente para las interrogaciones que surgen de la investigación y pruebas de 

hipótesis que se presenten, también se debe mencionar los modelos que explican la acción de los genes, como es 

el valor de cría y selección y habilidad de producción. Los productores de animales aplican la selección siguiendo 

varios criterios paralelamente como métodos de apareamiento (panmixia, endogámia y heterosis). Finalmente 

aplicar procesos de crianza conllevan a una selección sensata realizando apareamientos con intenciones especiales 

sin restricciones. 
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Introduction 

 

Quantitative genetics (QG) is a tool that allows us to 

determine the relative importance of the genotype 

and environment in certain cases of experimental or-

ganisms, it is possible to separate genotype and envi-

ronment with respect to their effects on the measured 

phenotype that the most notable examples in genetics 

of the characteristics quantitative measures for im-

provement are milk production, birth weight, fleece 

weight in cattle, weaning weight, marble, among oth-

ers1. Quantitative traits exhibit a continuous distribu-

tion of phenotypes, they cannot be analyzed in the 

same way as traits controlled by larger genes. These 

characters are then described in terms of statistical 

parameters, the two mainly used are the mean vari-

ance2 the factors mentioned are of a genetic nature 

but there are also environmental factors that affect 

the quantitative characters. The primary effect of the 

environment is to change the value for a particular 

genotype, it is necessary to compare the performance 

of the same genotype in different environments and 

evaluate the effect of the environment3,4. 

Research in animal breeding in recent years has fo-

cused on the study of production traits. Animal 

breeding programs in the last 50 years have focused 

on increasing production traits, while more recently 

they have focused on other traits, for example, in 

sheep for carcass typology, in pigs for daily back fat 

gain, lean meat percentage and ram size, in beef cat-

tle for fertility, productive life, body condition and 

feed intake, and in cattle for fertility, productive life, 

body condition and feed intake5. The characteristics 

mainly studied in the world have been related to 

yield, but today the great challenges lie in selection 

tools for secondary characteristics, such as fertility, 

longevity and resistance to disease6,7. For developing 

countries, the rapid changes in production systems 

are accompanied by the loss of local or natural gene- 

 

 

tic material, actions should be considered to facilitate 

the characterization of these resources and use them 

in such a way as to take advantage of the benefits of 

transboundary breeds8. Local or native resources are 

fundamental to conserve options for future genetic 

improvement, given their advantages in certain char-

acteristics of interest, a complete description of the 

production environments in which they are deployed 

in a direct way for their valuation and balance of the 

behavior of different breeds9. The subsistence of ge-

netic variability in livestock is important, especially 

if we consider possible future changes in production 

parameters10. In recent decades there has been a sig-

nificant increase in publications related to the 

maintenance of genetic resources, often using molec-

ular genetic equipment, to determine, classify popu-

lations11. The congruence’s for increasing meat pro-

duction in developing countries indicate that the most 

significant aspect of study is to have production en-

vironments, and to identify genotypes that are best 

adapted to particular sites, in order to improve the 

performance of animal genetic resources7. Similarly, 

two types of methods could be distinguished when 

dealing with quantitative traits and genetic effects to 

identify appropriate heritability. mentions that two 

types of methods could be distinguished: quantitative 

characters and genetic effects to find adequate herit-

ability12. 

With respect to models that explain gene action such 

as: breeding value and selection, progeny difference, 

production ability, if we were to define "best" we 

would simply choose those individuals with the best 

breeding values. However, in real life the true breed-

ing values are unknown13. In models seen above, the 

repeating traits are described as good or bad devia-

tions from a population mean. Thus the average of 

components - ability to produce - whole population 
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will be equal to zero. BV= GCV=G=Ep=Et=PA=0. 

The values BV-GCV, Ep and Ep will be independent 

of each other. In the case of the environment, the ge-

netics of the horse will remain in the race perfor-

mance, making it show no relationship in its genetic 

merit14. 

At present, studies on QG and principles of breeding 

directly influence animal genetic improvement, be-

coming a significant element for the knowledge of 

professionals related to livestock production. In ad-

dition, research carried out by professors would make 

possible the continuous improvement of education 

and its linkage between theory and practice15. The 

study and monitoring of the consequences of scien-

tific activity, through its dissemination, is useful to 

optimize research planning and decision making in 

scientific policy16. The main objective of this litera-

ture review study was to describe research on quan-

titative genetics and principles of breeding in live-

stock production animals. 

 

Development 

 

Quantitative and qualitative traits. QG is one of the 

main branches of genetics, it studies traits that are 

controlled by several genes, these traits are known as 

polygenic, it can also describe genetic properties in 

populations17. 

Polygenetic traits are characteristics that are continu-

ously dispersed, referring to the existence of many 

genes that help in the expression of various charac-

teristics, and elements of the environment also par-

ticipate in influencing this expression. Within QG, 

the additive genetic variance (expression of particu-

lar characteristics as a result of all genotypic expres-

sions) is known as the intensity of similarity or re-

semblance that the offspring possesses from its par-

ents2. 

Quantitative inheritance, a branch of genetics con-

cerned with the study of the inheritance of measura-

ble phenotypic/genotypic traits. In animal produc-

tion, it is important to estimate this variability of 

countable qualities in a population and to interpret 

it18 This group of techniques is used to study varia-

tions in characters, whether morphological, behav-

ioral or physiological. A clear example, the body 

size, also a certain locomotion performance, feeding 

behaviors and certain stimuli that exist towards some 

prey, etc19. 

The objectives of QG are: to develop valid models 

for phenotypic expression when genotypes and envi-

ronments are not identified, to develop models to de-

scribe population dynamics under natural, artificial 

selection, and to use this model to choose among a 

wide number of available artificial selection meth-

ods20. 

When the individual has a genotype contributed by 

several genes, it is called polygyny, and is within the 

additive model, a gene can have an additive allele 

(A), which contributes to the expression of a charac-

teristic, and non-additive alleles (a) that do not con-

tribute to the expression of a characteristic21. For ex-

ample, carcass size, live weight of an animal or post-

weaning weight, meat quality, etc. P(phenotype)= 

G(genotype) + E (environment). It depends on gene 

traits and is independent of the environment for its 

expression, the phenotype reflects genotype and is 

distributed in the class, which are coat color, pres-

ence or absence of antlers, some diseases. In the meat 

quality is taken into account by an appearance, com-

position and organoleptic characteristics22. 

It is also responsible for the counting of traits, which 

are in whole numbers, such as the number of eggs a 

hen lays in a given time, the number of hens in a lit-
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ter, etc23. Other characteristics examined are thresh-

old traits, those with few phenotypes and their inher-

itance is established by multiple genes affected by the 

environment, such as those traits that could deter-

mine the survival of a disease. They have a discon-

tinuous distribution. Examples are twins of a cow or 

the parthenogenesis of turkeys, hip dysplasia, patent 

ductus arteriosus24. In addition, the time that is given 

in the optimum value that some attributes have and 

they are the organoleptic ones in which it has a high 

geographical and cultural component25. 

Parametric tests in the calculation of additive char-

acteristics. Ontogenetic variation, which consists of 

not having repetitions in different stages of growth of 

the individual, is considered as if it did not have ge-

netic bases and is therefore within the environmental 

variation. The variance that exists between individu-

als can be considered as the differences that families 

present, therefore, it is within the genetic variance. 

Hence, parametric and non-parametric methods pro-

vide us with a solution that becomes helpful or inter-

esting for the questions that arise in research. The 

parametric methods help with hypothesis tests that 

are presented, at the same time they require fulfill-

ment of several assumptions26. 

The action and effect of an animal's development, 

known as ontogeny, explains how an organism de-

velops from the ovule to the adult stage. When we 

talk about animal development, there are certain 

functions: to generate diversity at the cellular level 

by organizing cell types and reproduction to avoid 

the extinction of the species. When we speak of its 

variation, it refers to not carrying out certain matura-

tion processes, in addition to the direction in which it 

will be forced to follow by some genetic change that 

has arisen in its ontogeny, which may alter its onto-

genetic process27. If the ontogenesis process is al-

tered, suppressed or deformed, a phenotypic varia-

tion will appear and a process of natural selection 

will begin. In order to generate some modification in 

the organism, when it reaches its adult stage, evolu-

tion must be present and atrophy the ontogenetic pro-

cess. Regardless of what the alteration may be, it 

must be accessible to development, in addition to be-

ing produced by the individual's own ontogenesis. If 

evolutionary change is to occur, it must be ontoge-

netically possible. This would explain why there are 

traits that are more viable than others, if we have B 

and it changes to B+ or B-, the viability of B+ will 

depend on the occurrence of another series of trait 

changes, thus B- does not depend on this and will 

therefore be more accessible28. 

We can understand the concept of phenotype, which 

can extend to variations, below the gene level, that 

affect the fitness of an organism. Comparison of tad-

poles consumed according to the 4 developmental 

categories, silent mutations that do not change the 

amino acid sequence of a gene, can transform the fre-

quency of guanine-cytosine base pairs29. These base 

pairs have a higher thermal stability (melting point) 

than adenine-thymine pairs, this property can be 

transmitted between organisms living in high tem-

perature environments29. These base pairs have a 

higher thermal stability (melting point) than adenine-

thymine pairs, this property can be transmitted be-

tween organisms that live in high temperature envi-

ronments. 

Models explaining gene action 

Value of breeding and selection. In the selection of 

traits, the breeder has the objective of identifying and 

selecting the most favorable genotypes in each indi-

vidual. In the case of selection of more than one trait, 

the same principle is used, in this case differentiating 
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genotypes ends up being an impossible task, in this 

situation the breeder identifies the genetic value of 

the individual30. 

Phenotypic value is a record of the performance of 

each individual on a specific trait. On the other hand, 

the genetic value is related to the effects generated by 

the individual's genes on his performance. Pheno-

typic value, unlike the previous ones, is not measured 

directly. Environmental effects, which include non-

genetic factors that act on the individual's perfor-

mance for a trait4. During the selection of individuals, 

an attempt is made to look for the individual with the 

highest breeding value. This value is referred to as 

the sire value. But it is not only the phenotypic value 

of the individual that is taken into account, but also 

the genotypic value, since it frames general effects. 

The breeding value refers to the heritable part of the 

individual for the next generation31. 

Production ability. For commercial production it is 

important to know the production ability, that is, if 

the feeding will be based on her production ability. 

For each cow, it is calculated based on the perfor-

mance antecedents. The MMPPA (Most Probable 

Production Ability) when added to the population 

mean for a trait, will be a prognosis for the next rec-

ord32. 

Genetic model and threshold characteristics. These 

are polygenic characteristics that will not be contin-

uous at the time of their expression, but expose cate-

gorical phenotypes. For example, fertility is believed 

to be influenced by many genes, but it will not be 

common to polygenic traits, but to a threshold trait33. 

The threshold traits, like the polygenic quantitative 

traits, will not be very different, but the difference is 

in the phenotypes, they will not be expressed on a 

continuous scale in the threshold traits and that cre-

ates a number of problems. We should think as if we 

have the underlying constant scale, the threshold will 

be considered the site on an underlying assignment 

scale above, demanding phenotypes and below it oth-

ers33. 

Importance of heritability of traits. The calculation 

of h2 is of great importance in the genetic value of 

breeders and in the prediction of the selection re-

sponse34, heritability is a genetic parameter specific 

to a population, given at a given time, which means 

that it varies from population to population, and is 

fundamental for the definition of selection methods, 

and estimates the relationship between genotype and 

phenotype35. Heritability can be understood as the re-

lationship between phenotypic values and breeding 

values to determine the character found in a popula-

tion. The variations that exist between individuals are 

due to the influence of genetic and environmental 

factors. The heritability value is responsible for re-

vealing the degree to which a trait is affected by ge-

netic or environmental causes36. 

The importance of heritability lies in the fact that it is 

used for genetic research. There is much curiosity to 

know the different phenotypic characteristics, their 

causes, consequences and how transmission from 

generation to generation is possible. It should also be 

added that it determines the rate at which these 

changes arise within the population, their evolution, 

and response to natural selection37. One of the most 

important elements in the formulation of effective 

breeding plans to improve genetic quality is herita-

bility. If the heritability, in the strict sense h2, of a 

trait has been determined, and we know certain pop-

ulation values, then we can estimate the phenotypic 

value of that heritability. We can speak of heritability 

as a phenotypic variation that has an origin in addi-

tive genetics, and to place it in a range we can take 

values between 0 and 1, then we can estimate that, if 
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this variation is of genetic origin, then its offspring 

will have greater phenotypic characteristics of its 

parents and the heritability will have values close to 

1.38. On the other hand, Manjarrez Silva21 mentions 

that if it is of environmental origin, its values are es-

timated at 0. 

Usefulness of heritability. It helps to predict the re-

sponse given to selection, the magnitude with a di-

rectly proportional relationship with its genetic pro-

gress, plan another type of adaptation. So if the level 

of heterosis increases the intensity of heritability in 

that characteristic will also increase39. 

Heritability in the broad sense. It represents the pro-

portion of the phenotypic variance reacted with the 

genotypic variance determined by the following let-

ters VG/VP. That is, as the differences in the pheno-

type that we are observing are related to differences 

in the genotypes40. On the contrary, if we have a high 

heritability in a broad sense, it means that the effect 

of the environment on the variation is relatively 

small, and there are genetic differences in the popu-

lation41. According to Lineros Fuentealba42, he men-

tions that these proportions are measured by the var-

iance (total phenotypic variance), which is deter-

mined by an additive genetic variance. This deter-

mines the genetic properties from the population 

point of view, it is worth mentioning that this also 

fulfills the function of a determinant in the rate at 

which a change occurs in the character of a popula-

tion, this as a response to such selection43. 

Crossbreeding selection methods 

Mating methods (panmixia, inbreeding and hetero-

sis). In practice, selection is rarely made on the basis 

of a single characteristic. Animal breeders often prac-

tice selection on several criteria simultaneously. 

However, the more traits that are selected, the less 

selection pressure can be exerted on each trait. There-

fore, selection should be limited to the two or three 

traits that the breeder considers to be the most eco-

nomically important44. The methods used to deter-

mine an index can be very diverse, but generally they 

all consider the heritability and relative economic im-

portance of each character, in addition to the genetic 

and phenotypic correlations between characters44. 

Where X is the record of the efficiency or perfor-

mance carried out by an individual, X is the average 

efficiency or performance of the population and 

Omega X is the standard deviation of the trait. In the 

comparison of different traits, one is confronted with 

the fact that the mean and variability of each trait is 

different and often not expressed in the same units45. 

However, the standardized variable is an abstract 

number (i.e., independent of the units used) based on 

the mean and standard deviation. Therefore, any rec-

orded or graded production of a quantitative nature 

can be aggregated to any other characteristic if it is 

expressed in a standardized form46. 

Also known as kin selection, it emphasizes the 

changes in genetic frequencies through the genera-

tions and this is due to the fact that there has been 

some type of interaction between individuals of the 

same family. For example, if in a gene there is an in-

crease in the aptitudes of the relatives, but at the same 

time the level of individual aptitude of the gene de-

creases, its frequency can also increase, and this is 

due to the fact that the relatives are usually carriers 

of the same genes. If there is an improvement in the 

fitness of the relatives, it is because sometimes it is 

necessary to compensate for the loss of fitness of the 

subjects with this trait47. 

If it is planned to improve the quality of the carcass 

or to reduce the fat present in the viscera, the animal, 

in this case the fish, must be slaughtered in order to 
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be able to control precise measurements. When the 

animal is already dead, it will obviously not be able 

to mate, but in order to improve these characteristics, 

family selection should be used13. 

Bravo Gil48, mentions that, if we want to verify that 

a male animal produced good offspring, we must ob-

serve his progeny, to which those genes were trans-

mitted, as an example we have, that we mate a certain 

number of bulls with approximately twenty-five 

cows and we will compare the offspring of a bull with 

respect to the offspring of the other bulls46. The bull 

that has managed to produce the best offspring in a 

given group of cows for a reproductive trait will be 

the bull with the best genotype. 

Panmixia. In genetics it is a particular pattern of re-

productive exchange in which each individual of one 

sex mates with the opposite sex at random with a phe-

notypic and genotypic preference49,50. In itself, pan-

mixia is an improvised mating where in a population 

that is panmictic there will be no limitations at the 

moment of mating, neither of its genetics nor even 

worse of its behavior, this means in a few words that 

any recombination will be feasible and possible, the 

mating is free of physical, social and genetic prefer-

ences, so that the environment does not intervene, the 

mating is given by means of a principle that is the 

Hardy-Weinber principle where the possibility that a 

subject mates with another that is X will be equiva-

lent to the frequency of X in a certain population51. 

Inbreeding. This is reproduction between individuals 

that are genetically related, i.e. animals mate with 

members of the same family. As an example, in a 

herd, a male mate with his daughters or sisters. In-

breeding is determined as the homozygous condition 

of genes that are found in the same chromosomal site, 

it presents a benefit in the genetic improvement of 

animals and plants, where the controlled conduct of 

matings between individuals assigns homogeneous 

inbred lines that are different from each other in-

creasing the chances of the offspring being affected 

by recessive traits52. As a consequence of this repro-

duction is the inbreeding depression, which appears 

by the mating of related individuals causing a loss of 

biological fitness, the genetic basis of this phenome-

non is linked to the inbreeding that occurs in the de-

scent of their parents, taking into account that they 

may be one or more ancestors, livestock species have 

effects on their production and reproduction53. 

Among the advantages of inbreeding, being a pro-

duction system, the result of the characteristics of the 

progeny will be very similar to that of their ancestors, 

although inbreeding can generate vulnerability to 

diseases, it can also increase the protection of delete-

rious alleles, the latter are alleles that have genes that 

cause death, because when they mutate they cause a 

lethal gene called essence gene54. The main disad-

vantage of inbreeding in production animals is re-

flected in their reproductive properties, as the physi-

ological characteristics of the reproductive organs 

are degraded, making it more difficult for these indi-

viduals to reproduce55. 

Types of Heterosis. Individual: has superiority of the 

F1 individual because it is hybrid. It is the perceived 

difference in the crossbred progeny corresponding to 

the average of its purebred parents. In addition, it is 

the deviation of the sum of the means of the recipro-

cal crosses to the sum of the two parental means and 

in the case of the F1 is regularly maximum. Mater-

nal: it has superiority of the F1 individual because its 

mother is a hybrid. It is perceived by the use of het-

erozygous mothers. It is also the result of good care 

as a consequence of the superior performance of F1 

females, but will be much higher in degree if the off-
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spring is the offspring of an exogamous cross. Pater-

nal: has superiority of the F1 individual due to the 

pure sire not related to the female. It significantly af-

fects libido and semen production traits. They are 

used in areas where pure males would not be able to 

perform56. 

Genetic basis of heterosis. Over-dominance will ex-

ist when Aa ≥ AA or aa, with Aa being the heterozy-

gote and AA and aa the homozygotes for the genes 

involved in the trait. Theoretically, it may be possible 

to fix the superiority of a line by making all individ-

uals of that line homozygous dominant for all pairs 

of genes57. 

The measure of heterosis is very simple, it is gener-

ally expressed as the percentage increase or decrease 

in the performance of a hybrid compared to a refer-

ence genotype or a parameter58. 

 

Discussion 

 

QA develops valid forms for phenotypic expression 

when genotypes and environments are not identified, 

develop models to describe population dynamics un-

der natural, artificial selection, and use this model to 

choose among the large number of artificial selection 

methods available20. Economically important charac-

teristics such as qualitative traits and quantitative 

traits such as weight gain, egg or milk production, are 

metric traits, the number of genes that contribute to 

phenotypic variability and the degree to which the 

phenotype can be modified by environmental factors 

are attributed, and the metric traits are mentioned in 

whole numbers such as the number of eggs a hen lays 

in a given time, the number of hens in a given flock, 

the number of offspring in a flock, the number of 

hens in a flock, the number of hens in a flock, the 

number of hens in a flock, the number of hens in a 

flock, the number of hens in a flock, the number of 

hens in a flock, the number of hens in a flock, and the 

number of hens in a flock23. On the other hand, Nogu-

era18 states that quantitative inheritance is a branch of 

genetics that deals with the study of the inheritance 

of measurable phenotypic/genotypic characteristics. 

When studying continuous traits, referring to pheno-

typic characteristics influenced by the environment. 

The similarity between parents and progeny is re-

ferred to in a margin of geneticist terminology as 

such, as additive genetic variance, Hartl & Jones4 

mention that environmental effects encompass non-

genetic factors that act on the performance of the in-

dividual for a trait. Notivol20 describes how popula-

tion dynamics under natural and artificial selection 

and use this model to choose among the wide number 

of artificial selection methods available. Salas et al.26 

state that parametric methods help with the hypothe-

sis testing that is presented, while requiring the ful-

fillment of several assumptions. In the case of selec-

tion of more than one trait using the same principle, 

differentiation of genotypes ends up being an impos-

sible task, in this situation the breeder identifies the 

genetic value of the individual59. 

One of the most important factors in the formulation 

of breeding plans to improve genetic quality is herit-

ability, which Saliba et al.38 define as a phenotypic 

variation that has an origin in additive genetics, and 

to place us in a range we can take values between 0 

and 1, then we can estimate that if such variation 

comes from genetic origin then their offspring will 

have greater phenotypic characteristics of their par-

ents and the heritability will have values close to 

1.On the other hand, it is mentioned that if it is of 

environmental origin, its values are estimated at 021.  

Likewise, indices can be very diverse, but generally 

they all tend to consider the heritability and relative 
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economic importance of each character, in addition 

to the genetic and phenotypic correlations between 

characters, an index for three characters can have the 

general form45. The magnitude with a directly pro-

portional relationship to its genetic progress, plan an-

other type of matching. So if the level of heterosis 

increases the intensity of heritability in that charac-

teristic will also increase40. 

 

Conclusion 

 

The assessment of traits investigated, such as discrete 

traits are under genetic control of one or one or sev-

eral genes with little or no environmental disturbance 

that masks their effects. In contrast to this, variability 

exhibited by many important traits does not conform 

to separate phenotypic classes (dis-continuous varia-

bility), but forms a phenotype appearance that 

changes imperceptibly from one type to another 

(continuous variability). Quantitative traits may be 

governed by many genes each contributing a small 

amount to the phenotype such that their individual ef-

fects cannot be detected by Mendelian methods. Her-

itability is considered as an important factor in the 

formulation of effective breeding procedures to opti-

mize the genetic quality of animals the knowledge of 

the relative contribution they make to the variability 

of the genes of a trait under consideration. The vari-

ability of phenotypic values for a quantitative trait 

can be disaggregated into its genetic and environ-

mental components. 

Thus determining that breeding techniques lead to re-

flexive selection by performing special-purpose mat-

ings without limitations. It is clear that in QG there 

are several methods for the value of genetic parame-

ters as it takes into account the traits that are con-

trolled with the genes for existing populations. Be-

sides being of great importance in the study of traits, 

QG is also used to perform statistical analysis and to 

calculate variations in the classification of pheno-

types. 
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